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OVERVIEW
The Great Rift Valley Platform is a generic technical infrastructure product, designed to act as the
fundamental framework for a variety of corporate and service solutions.
With The Great Rift Valley Platform as the basis for a development project, your organization can
immediately get to work on the portions of the project that directly express the unique nature of your
service and/or product. You don’t have to worry about an enormous block of code and logic between
the application and the server datastore. Write powerful applications; quickly and cheaply.
Simply put, The Great Rift Valley Platform saves months of development time and expense.
The Great Rift Valley Platform is designed with security, performance, quality, and frugality in mind. It
has no external dependencies, and will run on low-cost, basic hosting solutions.

WHAT IT LOOKS LIKE

The BAOBAB Server and the SDKs comprise the heart of the Great Rift Valley Platform. Applications
and devices can access the Server via its REST interface, or through SDKs.
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THE BAOBAB SERVER
Central to The Great Rift Valley Platform is the BAOBAB Server. This is a datastore server that has
been designed to install on even very basic LAMP hosting solutions.
The BAOBAB Server publishes a powerful, secure REST-Style API, and has a solid, simple security
system. It is designed to prevent access without the appropriate authorizations.
SECURITY

Security has been a principal consideration of the BAOBAB Server since the first line of code was
written. It has a “token-based” security system that establishes “pools” of “access tokens.” If a user
does not have a token required to view a data asset, it is never even brought into the system.
As the BAOBAB Server has no dependencies, third-party library exploits are not an issue.
The BAOBAB Server has powerful logging and forensic tools, as well as a number of features that
can help to make the server quite secure. This is under the control of the Server Administrator.
There are virtually no “user levels” in the BAOBAB Server. The concept of “privileges” doesn’t really
exist. It’s all about “tokens.” Data items are secured by imbuing them with tokens. Each data item in
the BAOBAB Server can be given a “read token” and a separate “write token,” so there is a difference
between access and modification rights. Users log in and their accounts are given a “pool” of tokens.
QUALITY

The BAOBAB Server has been under continuous, constant testing throughout every single part of the
development cycle, with thousands of discrete, hand-coded tests. There is a lot more testing code
than actual server code. The Great Rift Valley BAOBAB Server demonstrates that it’s entirely
possible to have security, simplicity, quality, and performance in one package.
EASE OF USE

The BAOBAB Server is accessed through a REST API. It expresses rigorous access control and a
simple, straightforward functional model. A principal aim of the Great Rift Valley Security Model is to
allow implementors to make security “easy.” Security problems often arise when users work around
complex or intrusive security mechanisms.
There are also a number of SDKs provided that present an ORM to developers. It is recommended
that developers take advantage of these SDKs when developing solutions based upon The Great Rift
Valley Platform.
FLEXIBILITY

The BAOBAB Server has an extensible, modular system for REST access. This system uses “REST
Plugins” to create the bridge between the developer and the server internals. It is quite possible to
add significant functionality and power to a BAOBAB Server, so the server really just represents a
“baseline.” This baseline, however, is quite powerful and complete. It’s unlikely to need extension.
The server represents a very fast, simple data model and API. It’s deliberately designed that way.
SDKs and external functional modules can leverage the data model with powerful logic capabilities.
It is also possible to refactor the server, at a very low level, to leverage different storage technologies.
YOUR DATA IS YOUR DATA

The BAOBAB Server has no dependencies at all. You maintain complete control of your data at all
times. Data can be transferred to and from the server, via the BAOBAB REST API, only with
authorized access. There is no direct access to the datastore.
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SECURITY TOKENS
The BAOBAB Server uses what are termed “security tokens” to manage access and modification
rights to data in the server. Tokens are simple, unique integers that come from the Security database.
Think of your classic fairground “ride token.”

ADMIT
ADMIT
ONE ONEADMIT
#1234567891
ADMIT
#1234567890
ONE
ONE #1234567893

ADMIT
ONE
ADMIT
ONE
ADMIT
#1234567891
ADMIT
ONE
#1234567892
ONE
#1234567890

#1234567892

#1234567893

When we create or edit an asset in the BAOBAB Server, we assign it two tokens: read and write.
Let’s say that we have an asset that represents a hospital (it would probably be a “place” asset. We’ll
discuss that further later).

We may give read rights to everyone (no “read” token), but only Hospital Administrator users (these
would probably be “people” assets with associated logins) can make changes to the place:

ADMIT
ONE

#1234567893

READ: NO TOKEN (0)
WRITE: 1234567893
This means that anyone (whether logged in or not) can “see” the hospital, but only users that are
logged in, and whose logins have the “1234567893” token (we are using green to represent that
token) can make any changes to the hospital “place” in the BAOBAB Server database.
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√

X
√

When a user logs in, their account needs to have the “green” token to be able to make changes to the
hospital place.

X

X X

X
X

Everyone can see the hospital, but of all the users above, only the two in the top left corner can make
changes.
It is also possible to set it up so that only certain logged-in users can even see the hospital:

ADMIT
ONE

#1234567893

READ: 1234567892
WRITE: 1234567893
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Which gives us this:
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X
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X
√

X
X
X
XX
X

As before, the two users in the upper left are the only ones that have edit rights, but all the users in
the lower left and bottom are now prevented from even seeing the asset. Having write permissions on
an asset also confers read permission.
The two users on the right can see, but not modify, the hospital. If either of them had a green token,
as opposed to a light blue token, then they would be able to modify the hospital asset, as well.
It also doesn’t matter how many tokens you have. You need to have the single correct token to view
and/or modify the asset. It only takes one token; but it needs to be the CORRECT token.
If you don’t have read access to an asset, then that asset doesn’t exist for you. It’s not like you will
see a locked door with a sign reading “NO ENTRY.” You don’t see any door at all.

This is a fairly classic security protocol (as are security tokens).
Finally, you can also set the read token of any asset to “1,” which means that any logged-in user can
see the asset, but only users with any of the login types.
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STANDARD BAOBAB ASSETS
The BAOBAB Server comes with four “standard” plugins: “Baseline,” “People,” “Places,” and “Things.”
“Baseline” is not actually a “plugin,” per se. It’s an expression of some basic server capabilities.
Each plugin is specialized for a particular type of data, but they all share some common features:
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Although the BAOBAB Server is designed to be “generic,” it is optimized in one important way: It
allows every asset to have an assigned longitude and latitude. Internally, it has an accurate and fast
radius search, where you can specify a longitude and latitude, as well as a surrounding radius, and
ask the server to return all assets that meet criteria from within that radius. It does this without the use
of any external dependencies (like Google Maps), but does allow you to use Google Maps, if you
want to add it at the Server Administrator level.
AGGREGATION

Every asset in the server can have other assets “attached” to it. These “child” assets don’t have to
share security tokens with the “parent,” so can actually be more secure than the parent (think medical
records. You can have a user visible by everyone, but their attached medical records must be kept
private).
This allows you to have data layouts like users (“People”), with attached places (“Home,” “Work,”
“Hospital,” etc.), and attached “Things” (like “Personal Photos,” “Medical Records,” “House Deed,”
“PGP Public Key,” etc.).
PAYLOAD DATA

Every asset can have an arbitrary binary “payload” attached to it, in addition to the various data fields
that are used to store information. The payload is stored directly in the asset (as opposed to in a
related table or filestore). It can be fairly large but should be kept to just a couple of megabytes, if
possible (for example, JPEG photos are usually quite reasonable in size, even for fairly large
images).
TAGS

Every asset has up to ten (10) string “tags.” These can be used for arbitrary and focused searches.
Different types of records will use some of these tags to store their information, so, in reality, you
won’t get all ten of them, but you can use the “Baseline” plugin to search all types of records, based
on the data in their “tags,” which is quite a powerful and flexible capability.
In point of fact, most of the standard fields for each asset type are actually casts of certain tags.
LOCATION OBFUSCATION

Location obfuscation is another “classic” security policy. It requires that an asset have an assigned
location (a longitude and a latitude). You can then set a “fuzz factor” to that location, which is a
number of kilometers.
If a location is “fuzzy,” then any request for its location will return a random long/lat, within a box
surrounding the real location.
This is a standard methodology for hiding exact locations (for example, the exact locations of
women’s shelters are often confidential), so you know it’s nearby, but not exactly where.
You can set tokens that allow certain logins the ability to view the correct location.
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THE “BASELINE” PLUGIN
As noted previously, this isn’t actually a “plugin.” It’s a “general stuff” command that allows you to do
searches for “any kind of asset” (It will return results that include people, places, and things), and
access information about the server.

THE “PEOPLE” PLUGIN
This plugin allows you to access your login information (as long as you have the appropriate security
token. It is possible to set it so that users cannot access their own logins. They can still log in, but
can’t change any login information), or your “user” information, which is things like a location, “child”
assets, full name, etc.
You can search for people by location (assuming that they have an attached longitude and latitude),
as well as by values such as their name.

THE “PLACES” PLUGIN
“Places” assets are addresses. They should have the standard long/lat set, but they can also have
additional street address data. There is some basic interaction with Google Maps that can be set.

THE “THINGS” PLUGIN
This is a fairly simple “key/value” store plugin. The asset is given a unique text “key,” in addition to the
integer ID, which can be used to fetch the asset. It uses the “payload” field to store a single value.

SEARCH TYPES
There’s really just a couple of asset search types, but they offer tremendous flexibility and power. The
SDKs can expand their capabilities (for example, adding an “auto-radius” search).
LOCATION SEARCH

As noted previously, you can describe a longitude, latitude, and a radius around that point, and
search for assets within that circle. If an asset has a long/lat set, and that long/lat falls within the area
described by the center point and radius, then it will be eligible to be returned as a search result
(depending on whether or not it matches the string search and asset type).
The REST API specifies a simple “one-time” search, but SDKs can implement an “auto-radius”
search, where the radius starts small, and gets larger, until a minimum number of results are
returned.
If an asset has location obfuscation enabled, then it is possible that it may be returned, but the given
location is outside the radius. This will only happen if the user has a token that allows the ability to
view the accurate location. Otherwise, the asset may or may not be included in the results; depending
upon whether or not its reported position falls within that radius.
TEXT/TAG SEARCH

In addition to (or instead of) the location search, you can specify values of various text fields. These
are things like the name of an asset, or one of its tags. You can specify wildcards and also search for
tags with no value, or tags with any value.
IDS

Every asset has a unique integer ID. You can always directly access it via this ID. In addition,
“Things” are accessible via their unique text “key.”
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USER LOGINS
In addition to the various assets stored in the BAOBAB Server, we have user logins. These are
stored, along with the security tokens, in an entirely separate database from the main datastore. This
allows you to set up a system where you can have your security information (user logins and tokens)
stored in a “hardened” server, subject to logging and other forms of vetting and analysis, while the
main datastore might be a larger, more efficient server.
We discussed user logins briefly in the “tokens” discussion, but we’ll look at them in a bit more detail,
here.

STANDARD USER LOGINS
All user logins feature a login ID and a password. When you establish a connection to the BAOBAB
Server’s REST interface, you can provide a login and password. There is a bit of technical back-andforth involved, where the server returns a temporary “API Key” that is used for subsequent authorized
access, but that’s beyond this overview. Let’s just say that you log in with a login ID and password,
and that you stay logged in for the duration of your session.
Each login is given one token (their own unique integer ID), and, possibly, a “pool” of other tokens.
These are the available security tokens for this login. They will be authorized to view, and possibly
modify, any asset that has specified one of the tokens assigned to the login.
Tokens (including the user’s own ID) are not exclusive to any login. Multiple logins can share a token.
You can take away any token other than the login ID. This is something to consider when
assigning tokens. You cannot remove a login’s asset ID, so it will always have access to any asset
that has its ID as a read or write token.
Logins can be associated with user IDs (“People” assets in the regular database). These “users” have
more information that can be applied to the owner of the login. The Security Database has a very
simple schema and does not associate very much information with each login.

MANAGER USER LOGINS
These are logins that are exactly the same as standard user logins, except that they can also create
and delete other logins, as well as manage tokens. Standard logins can edit other logins (assuming
they have the appropriate tokens) but are prevented from being able to create or delete other logins.
Manager logins, however, can also edit the tokens for other logins (as long as they have full access to
every token in the target login).
No login can edit their own tokens (even managers). This is a simple, standard security practice. If
you want access to assets that use a certain token, then you need to ask your manager to give you
that token.

“GOD” LOGIN
One single login (it does not have to be a manager login) can be “promoted” by the System
Administrator to be the “Main” login (the “God” login). This login has full rights to every asset, login,
and security token on the server, and should only be used for system administration.
This “promotion” is done at the code level by the Server Administrator. It is not assigned in the
database or at runtime.
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PUTTING THE PLATFORM TO WORK
The Great Rift Valley Platform, by itself, is just potential. You can’t use it until you’ve done some work
to integrate it into a solution.
The idea behind the platform is that doing this becomes MUCH easier than starting from scratch and
is a lot safer (and possibly cheaper) than doing so using open source or other commercial
dependencies. Even open source solutions (nominally “free”) are not necessarily cheap, as time is
money, and they require time to configure or integrate into your chosen solution. Many open source
(and commercial) solutions come with external dependencies, as well. It’s always an excellent idea to
review all dependencies when making decisions on which technology to use for your project.
KNOW YOUR DATA CONTROLLER

If you are dealing with sensitive (and/or valuable) data, then it’s a very good idea to always know
exactly where that data will be, who has access to it, and what the legal ramifications and
responsibilities are for any data controllers and/or processors along the way. Heavy reliance on
dependencies can sometimes make this a bit complicated.
The Great Rift Valley Platform makes this easy. The data never leaves your control and is managed
behind a fairly robust and granular security protocol. As long as you use The Great Rift Valley
Platform as your data storage and retrieval system, you will always know where your (or someone
else’s) data is, who has access to it, and who can modify it.
The platform also has the ability to import pre-existing datasets; either as a new server, or in addition
to existing data. With the proper clearance, you can also make full backups of the platform data.
MAKING SECURITY EASY

A fundamental pillar of The Great Rift Valley Platform is “easy security.” It’s important to reduce the
friction between usability and security. Many security breaches happen because people bypass or
deprecate security protocols; usually because these protocols make their lives more difficult.
We believe that it should be as easy as possible to be secure. Design your software to be
straightforward, easy to use and intuitive.
The token-based security system goes a long way towards that. Auditing tools and even forensic
tools are available. We should note, however, that it’s a bad idea to rely only on forensic tools, which,
by definition, are applied after an incident.
Like backups, it’s best if they are never used.
The Great Rift Valley Platform has been
designed to give you the tools to “make it
easy to make it easy.” Using one of our
SDKs, you can develop software that is fast,
secure, robust, and usable. You can also use
these SDKs to create auditing tools and
apply very granular security policies.
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CONCLUSION
This has been a “high-level” technical introduction to The Great Rift Valley Platform. It should provide
a basic idea of the structure and applicability of the system and help your software development team
to come up with some ideas.
The Great Rift Valley Platform is a full-scale commercial-grade software structure, meant to be the
foundation for industrial-strength software solutions. It is high-quality, robust, and flexible. An ideal
platform.
It can be applied in many ways, from a simple single app server engine, to a full-scale, multi-user,
secure service infrastructure.
PLENTY MORE WHERE THAT CAME FROM

There’s a great deal of information available for developers that want to apply the platform to their
projects.
SDKs (Software Development Kits)

We provide several SDKs to go with the BAOBAB Server. These are software libraries or code
snippets that you integrate into your own software as you develop it.
The job of a Great Rift Valley Platform SDKs is to obviate the job of communicating with the BAOBAB
Server, and to manage the login state.
If you apply an SDK, then you won’t need to worry about parsing JSON or XML data streams,
managing an API key, or mapping the BAOBAB model to your application.
Each SDK is an ORM (Object Relational Map/Model). This means that they take the data from the
BAOBAB Server, which consists of fairly straightforward, primitive data structures, and “maps” them
to software objects. They will also add some extra capability to the Server, as the BAOBAB Server,
itself, is very simple (an excellent example of an additional capability is the “auto-radius” search that
the SDKs implement).
BAOBAB REST API

If you want to talk directly to the server, the BAOBAB Server has a published REST API that allows
full access to its datastore (dependent, of course, upon valid credentials). It is simpler than the ORM
presented by the SDKs, so you’ll need to write your own interpreters and processors.
The BAOBAB Server, Itself

Finally, the BAOBAB Server was written to be extended. It is entirely possible to write custom plugins
to add significant capability.
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